
The Royal Treatment™Corrosion Control

SALT REMOVING TREATMENT

Manufacturer of products that protect against salt corrosion   

EXTERIOR SALT WATER BOAT WASHING

EXTERIOR WASH:  For removing salt from boats, trailers, personal watercraft, sails, canvas, decks, wet suits,

fishing gear, diving gear, towing vehicle and other equipment. 

Salt-Away is also an excellent exterior wash for fresh water boats, and for fresh water engine flushing. Contains

mild cleaners in addition to its salt-removing agents. Eliminates water spots on all exterior surfaces when not rinsed

off with fresh water.

Salt-Away Mixing Unit and Hose-End Spray Nozzle required.

1. Remove reservoir of Mixing Unit and fill with Salt-Away. Keep track of the o-ring.  Unit will not work if missing.

2. Replace reservoir. Always make sure the o-ring is seated in the groove on top of the reservoir before

replacing.

3. Connect garden hose to the handle of the Salt-Away Mixing Unit. Mixing Unit should be in ‘off’ position.

4. Attach spray nozzle onto the outlet end of Mixing Unit.

5. Turn on water.

6. Turn Mixing Unit to ‘Salt-Away’ position. Salt-Away is automatically being diluted during use.

7. Spray Salt-Away onto all the exterior surfaces of your boat, personal watercraft, trailer, towing vehicle and

other equipment. Do not rinse. No need to scrub.

• Rinsing off equipment with fresh water before or after the Salt-Away treatment is not recommended. Leaving

Salt-Away on the equipment after the application will allow the solution to drizzle and drain into areas that stay

wetter longer and where pooled salt is more likely to cause corrosion from the inside-out. 

• Salt-Away permeates through hardened, built-up salt and the corrosion inhibitors in the product become

effective when the equipment is not in use. 

• Salt-Away does not leave spots or streaks and does not cut or strip wax or other coatings. Washing Salt-Away

off with fresh water does leave mineral spots and streaks on the surface.

• Salt-Away is safe to use on any surface that is water-safe. Electronics, seat cushions, teak decks, rigging, line,

sails, gel coat, ceramic, motors, carpet, isinglass, all metals, gauges, glass, radar, communication equipment.

If it is on your salt-water boat, it needs to be washed with Salt-Away.
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